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เปิดไฟล์เล่มลวด Mehmet Ali ÇIKİNDAGLA yapılır.Forums General Discussion Strategy for selecting instructors for a Music course I am soon going to begin a new course in an orchestral pedagogy course - and have had little experience in this field. Would it be better for me to select a very experienced teacher who has undertaken lots of demonstrations, or do
you think it makes more sense for me to choose an untrained, but highly experienced teacher. One thing I don't know is if it is considered bad etiquette to demand rehearsal times for the lecturer. I know I can use my cell phone, but I was told that in a real orchestra that they would ask a conductor before the whole team went over to a rehearsal room for a
light run through of a section. Do you think they would be reasonable? 0 Comments Thank you for pointing out that I have already addressed this issue. I apologise for not having addressed this completely, even in my very short reply. I am not sure if it was a snob thing, but someone in the UK once told me that they did not attend any open rehearsal where

the rest of the orchestra would be there. I never took that personally, but I agree with your point. Some people think that they would never really learn anything if they had to work with other musicians in a group. However, I think that if the teacher is in good shape, and is ready to teach, then they should just turn up and play. I think that one of the key issues
is having some form of motivation to learn, which I hope is what you are trying to get at. If you are looking for a guru who has lots of experience and a bit of an ego, then he/she might not be the best person to get you to learn. However, if you are happy just to learn, then you should go ahead and offer to pay for lessons from people who are very experienced,

and of the same calibre as you, then one should be prepared to compromise. I also think that you could get away with a lot of things if you are prepared to pay for lessons, but it would be wise to pick a place which is calm and quiet and where the teacher makes a bit of
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